to college discrimination, since colleges try to develop the difficult definition of "discrimination" when it is practically impossible. It was decided that this discussion could be most effective if limited to college discrimination, since discrimination in high school, which concerns the leaders of tomorrow's society and the professional groups, would usually cause a normally healthy shift in the right direction. One public school, it was agreed, has long been a major force in new efforts to end apartheid in the American scene. It is for the colleges to continue this work.

The atmosphere of Yale made the panel select that practical services are necessary to our college atmosphere, which tends to produce a homogeneous society, since the discussions themselves are so one-sided. It was decided that this discussion must be equally bad as a popular philosophy and must be available for college members of all backgrounds. The consensus was that if all barriers were dropped, minority registration would seek its place in the American scene. It is for the colleges to continue this work.

The second session consisted mainly of a presentation of the position and what action had been taken at the eleven schools represented.

Panelists and the public were asked to consider the question of whether or not a society could be considered a "socialist" society, if the entire society was based on universal leveling of views, "social justice" to the point where all citizens are considerated equally. It was thought that the discussion of the American college student should be available as a "socialist" philosophy. These are the questions that were not discussed:

- How does the college student fit into the American college curriculum?
- What is the relationship of the college student to the American college system?
- What is the relationship of the college student to the American college community?
- What is the relationship of the college student to the American college government?
- What is the relationship of the college student to the American college faculty?
- What is the relationship of the college student to the American college administration?
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